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Abstract 
This paper presents design, implementation, evaluation and comparison of security enhancements in data transmission 
for next generation encryption highlighting the possible weaknesses within the current AES encryption algorithm. An 
enhanced encryption method with AES algorithm is used here within TLS. Enhancement is done in AES by first using 
chaos and then modifying the S-box .The use of chaos sequence makes the key space infinite and the static S-box is made 
dynamic using cipher key. To increase the complexity of the system, AES is integrated in Round structure. The 
evaluation focuses on: Encryption- Decryption time, Throughput-speed and Avalanche effect. Results show that speed 
of around 2Mbps is achieved which is compatible with LTE networks. Also performance evaluation of traditional 
AES and enhanced AES do not show much deviation and hence enhanced version can be a good alternative. More 
attack resistance and complexity is achieved by integrating AES in a Round structure which gives non linearity to the 
system .The number of rounds in the enhanced system can be made variable as shown in the results and can be 
application specific to achieve the desired throughput and speed making the system more compatible current and next 
generation networks. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction  
In next generation networks,  technologies like LTE (Long Term Evolution) provide speeds that allow carriers to offer 
a number of business-specific applications and services, such as videoconferencing, in-office connectivity, uploading 
and downloading large files etc. Also, gaming, downloading movies, music and other wireless applications that bring 
desktop experience to users’ wireless devices. These new technologies demands that security functions should be 
optimally and efficiently embedded into the overall system.  
4G, the next-generation mobile telecommunication system, is modelled for increased security and reliable 
communication. 4G networks operate entirely on the TCP/IP . This makes 4G technologies different from 3G and 
other preceding versions [1]. The 4G systems support both the next generation of mobile service as well as the fixed 
wireless networks [24]. 
The 128-bit AES algorithm is the preferred option in the 4G LTE network. It is preferred because it has undergone 
more public scrutiny than other encryption options and it has undergone closed observation than other encryption 
algorithms [4]. EEA2 or EIA2 is used in LTE-SAE security. They are based on the Advanced Encryption Standard 
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[7]. The 168-bit Digital Encryption Standard or the newest Advanced Encryption Standard is used in WiMAX 
standards because it specifies that, over-the-air transmissions should be encrypted [9]. Many researchers have taken 
an interest in the field of combining other encryption algorithms with AES. So, it can be considered as a motivational 
factor for further enhancement of AES.Currently there are three cipher suites in 3GPP UMTS systems; including a 
block cipher Kasumi and two stream ciphers SNOW 3G and ZUC. These cipher suites are also used in the 4G-LTE 
standard. But Kasumi is replaced by AES in 4G-LTE [2]. AES represents the current recommended standard by NIST 
for encryption. 
Transport Layer Security (TLS) is used for data transmission here. Within TLS Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 
is used for encryption. The goal is to develop an advanced encryption method which includes encryption of data, key 
exchange and message authentication. RSA is used for key exchange and SHA-256 for message authentication.  
The first implementation uses two chaos systems, to enhance the AES algorithm, which generate two keys. One is 
used as the encryption key, the other one as the controller key which  controls the times of row-shift. The characteristics 
of chaos sequence make the space of key infinite. Then enhanced AES is used in Round structure 
The second implementation uses a dynamic S - box to enhance the AES algorithm. Then enhanced AES is used in 
Round structure where AES, S-box, changes in every round. So for n rounds S-box is generated n times for each block 
of data. The cipher key is used to convert the static S-box into the dynamic. The inverse S-box is also changed  
Analysis of the enhanced algorithms and overall system is done on the basis of : Encryption- Decryption time, 
Throughput-speed and Avalanche Effect. 
A. Transport Layer Security 
TLS is a protocol created to provide authentication, confidentiality and data integrity between two communicating 
applications. TLS is an IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) standard for communicating e-mail securely. Many 
web browsers and server applications rely on secure SSL and TLS communications. SSL and TLS are frameworks 
that include cryptographic protocols which are intended to provide secure communications on the Internet. 
B. Advance Encryption Standard 
The Advanced Encryption Standard, acts on 128-bit blocks and can use a key of 128, 192 or 256 bits in length. For 
encryption, each round consists of four steps: Substitute bytes, Shift rows, Mix columns, and Add round key. For 
decryption, each round consists of : Inverse sub bytes, inverse shift rows, inverse mix columns and Add round key. 
C. AES S-box 
The Rijndael S-box is a matrix used in the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) cryptographic algorithm which is a 
substitution box and acts as a lookup table. The S-box is generated by determining the multiplicative inverse for a 
given number in GF (28). 
D. Binary Phase Shift Keying 
Phase-shift keying is a digital modulation scheme that modulates the phase of a reference signal and BPSK is the  
simplest form of phase shift keying (PSK). It uses two phases which are separated by 180°. 
E. AWGN Channel 
AWGN is an Additive White Gaussian Noise channel and it adds Gaussian noise to the input signal. 
 
2. RELATED WORK 

In Paper [15], S-box is made key dependent without changing its value and without changing the inverse S-box. The 
algorithm ensures that no trapdoor was present in the cipher and expands the keyspace to slow down attacks. Paper [18] 
reviewed possible attacks on AES algorithm. The hybrid structure of AES-DES was proposed to overcome the 
weaknesses of the AES algorithm. This paper presented the design and implementation of a symmetrical hybrid based 
128 bit key AES-DES algorithm as a security enhancement for live motion image transmission. The Feistel structure 
of AES and DES is used for the same. An Improved AES algorithm based on chaos by Yuan Kun, Zhang Han Li 
Zhaohui was published in 2009 International Conference on Multimedia Information Networking and Security.  Razi 
Hosseinkhani and H. Haj Seyyed Javadi generated Dynamic S-Box uses cipher key in AES Cipher System in 2012. 
They changed static S-box into dynamic to increase the cryptographic strength of the AES cipher system. In  paper [14]    
S-Box is generated dynamically from cipher key. In the paper [21], AES S-box is made key dependent to make AES 
stronger. Here, only the S-box is made key-dependent without changing the value.   
proposed system increases complexity of the AES algorithm by using Round structure as well as enhancing AES 
algorithm by use of chaos and making S-box and inverse S-box dynamic. 
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3 PROPOSED SYSTEM 
To overcome drawbacks of other 3G/4G cipher algorithms, AES cipher algorithm is used. The shift row no in each 

round is made key dependant by the use of chaos and S-box and an inverse S - box of AES algorithm is improved by 
making it dynamic. The traditional AES algorithm uses 128 bit input data. There are certain attacks on the AES 
algorithm like linear, algebraic attacks and the objective is to increase the complexity. Hence, to increase the 
complexity, AES is integrated in Round structure which uses 256 bit input data. RSA is used for key exchange and 
SHA-256 for message authentication. To create a 4G simulation scenario, AWGN channel is used with BPSK for 
modulation and demodulation.  
A.  Model development 

256 bits key length and 256 bit input data is given to the enhanced AES system. The proposed system’s encryption 
and decryption are the same as the traditional AES algorithm. The round function of the encryption process is also 
similar as the traditional Fiestal structure. The 256 bits key is divided into two parts 128 bits each. First part of 128 
bits are given in the round structure and second part of 128 bits is given to AES algorithm. The various models for 
developing enhanced system are -  

 

 
FIGURE 1: SYSTEM ARCHITECTUTE 

1)  Generation of Control Key and Encryption key 
  There is an additional step of generating two keys  shown in Fig 2. The control key is used to control controls the 
times  of row-shift Encryption key is used as add round key.  

2)  Round structure with Control Key and Encryption key 
   The Round structure of AES is used as shown in Fig 3 Here the Input Data is split into two blocks of 128 bits each.  
   One Block is given as Input to the AES section of the System. The other Block is given as Input to the AES section 
   of  system in the next round as per the Round structure. This is done for all ten rounds respectively. Outputs are  
  combined together to form 256 bit block of encrypted data. Control Key and Encryption keyis applied to the Round 
  structure of AES as shown in Fig. 3.  
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Fig 2 Generation of Control Key and Encryption key and Fig 3:Round structure with Control Key and Encryption key 

3 Dynamic S-box Generation 
    Here  S-box is made  dynamic as shown in Fig 4. The hexadecimal digits of the key are XORed with each other and 
obtained number is used as the shift value. S-box is rotated by that shift value. The inverse S-box is also modified after 
S-box to obtain correct inverse values. 

 
1)  Fig 4 Dynamic S-box Generation   Fig 5 Round structure with Dynamic S-box  

4. Round structure with Dynamic S-box  
The Round structure of AES is used as shown in Fig. 5. Here the Input Data is split into two blocks of 128 bits each. 
One Block is given as Input to the AES section of the System. The other Block is given as Input to the AES section 
of the System in the next round as per the Round structure. This is done for all ten rounds respectively. These outputs 
are then combined together to form 256 bit block of encrypted data. The dynamic S - box is applied to the Round 
structure of AES as shown in Fig. 5. In the round structure, AES is applied n times to the block of data, hence total n 
different S-boxes are created hence it is called dynamic S-box. 
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Fig 6 Round structure with Dynamic S-box  

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - The performance evaluation of proposed algorithms has been done based on 
parameters: 1 Encryption and Decryption Time    2 Throughput  3 Avalanche Effect. 
The algorithms used here are: 1 AES  2 AES in round structure (1 / 5 /10 rounds)  3 AES using chaos keys and 
dynamic S-Box 4 AES in round structure using chaos keys and and dynamic S-Box (1 /5 /10 rounds). 
Computer Configurations: Microsoft Windows 7, Intel i5 CPU M480 @ 2.50 GHz, 4 GB RAM, Matlab 2013a. 
 
4.1 Results Based on Run Time(using chaos) -  
Encryption and Decryption Time: The time required by the algorithm for processing completely a particular length 
of data is called the simulation time. It depends on the processor speed, complexity of the algorithm etc. The 
smallest value of simulation time is desired. It is calculated using a MATLAB function tic-toc. 
4.1.1.For text file:“file1.txt” (2 KB), number of bits: 2048, key = helloworld2013. 
 Table 1 Comparison of AES algorithm and its variants based on run time using text file as input 
Sr Algorithm Block 

Size 
No of 

Blocks 
Encryption 
Time (sec) 

Decryption 
Time(sec) 

Throughput (kb/sec) 
Encryption Decryption 

1 AES 128 16 0.0280 0.0234 71.4286 85.4701 
2 AES with Chaos key 128 16 0.0213 0.0345 93.8967 57.971 
3 Round Structure  (1 round) 256 8 0.0235 0.0228 53.3333 50.2513 
4 Round structure Chaos key (1 round) 256 8 0.0345 0.0386 57.971 51.8135 
5 Round structure   (5 rounds) 256 8 0.1585 0.1982 12.6183 10.0908 

6 Round structure chaos key (5 rounds) 256 8 0.2432 0.2654 8.22368 7.5358 

7 Round structure (10 rounds) 256 8 0.5023 0.6401 3.98168 3.12451 
8 Round structure   (10 rounds ) 256 8 0.6721 0.5672 2.97575 3.52609 

Following graph shows results from table1.The x-axis is the serial number of the algorithm and y-axis is time(sec)
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Fig 7 Graph for the comparison of AES algorithm and its variants based on encryption time for text file 

4.1.2. For Image file: “Tulips.jpg” (607 KB ): Number of bits: 621568,key = helloworld2013 
In this algorithm, an image file is first converted into bits and then it is grouped in blocks each of 128 bits for AES 
and AES using chaos. For rest of the modules the block size is 256 bits.The comparison based on various modules 
on this image file on the basis of encryption and decryption time is shown in the following Table 2 
 Table 2  

S 
no. 

Algorithm Block 
Size 

No of 
Blocks 

Encryption 
Time(sec) 

Decryption 
Time(sec) 

Throughput (kb/sec) 
Encryption Decryption 

1 AES 128 4856 0.5481 0.4739 1107.46 1280.86 
2 AES with Chaos key 128 4856 0.4356 0.3452 1393.48 1758.4 
3 Round Structure  (1 round)  256 2428 0.5542 0.6902 927.851 879.455 
4 Round structure with Chaos 

key (1 round) 
256 

4856 
0.5289 0.4876 1147.66 1244.87 

5 Round structure   (5 rounds) 256 2428 0.8657 0.8765 701.167 692.527 
6 Round structure with Chaos 

key (5 rounds) 
256 

4856 
0.7612 0.7921 

797.425 766.317 

7 Round structure (10 rounds) 256 2428 0.9213 0.8934 658.852 1433.63 
8 Round structure with Chaos 

key (10 rounds) 
256 4856 0.8521 0.8325 712.358 729.129 

 
 
 

 
Fig 8 Graph for the comparison of AES algorithm and its variants based on encryption time for image file 
 
4.1.3 Avalanche Effect: A desirable property of any encryption algorithm is that a small change in either the plaintext 
or the key should produce a significant change in the cipher text. In, particular a change in one bit of the plaintext or 
one bit of the key should produce a change in many bits of the cipher texts [6].Avalanche Effect = number of flipped 
bits in cipher text / number of bits in cipher text.The following table contains result for all variants of AES.  Size of 
input data: 256 bits  
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Table 3 Comparison of AES algorithm and its variants based on Avalanche effect for 256 bits 

Figure 9: Graph shows results based on table 3  where x-axis is the serial number of the algorithm and the y-axis 
Avalanche Effect in bits. Results Based on Run Time (using Dynamic S-box).  
 
4.2 Results Based on Run Time(using chaos) –  
4.2.1 Encryption time on input text file,  image, for text file, “plaintext.txt” of 82 bytes, and the number of bits is 656 
and key is “feistel as key enhanced aes key”. The results are tabulated as shown below. 
 
Table 4 Comparison of AES algorithm and its variants based on run time and throughput using text file as input 

Sr Algorithm Block 
size 

No of 
blocks encryption time decryption 

time 
Throughput 

encryption  decryption  

1 AES 128 6 0.0024116 0.0029766 272.018 220.385 

2 AES dynamic S-box 128 6 0.002466 0.0021623 266.017 303.38 

3 Round struct (1 R) 256 3 0.0025691 0.004497 255.342 145.875 

4 Round struct - dyn S-box-1R 256 3 0.0033981 0.005759 193.049 113.908 

5 Round struct (5 R) 256 3 0.0058878 0.00677 111.416 97.113 

6 Round struct - dyn S-box-5 R 256 3 0.007983 0.009715 82.174 67.524 

7 Round struct (10 R) 256 3 0.0077133 0.009856 85.047 66.558 

8 Round struct - dyn S-box-10R 256 3 0.0136177 0.014793 48.172 44.345 

In the graphical representation of the result, x-axis is the serial number of the algorithm. The y-axis is runtime in sec  
for 10 (a) and throughput in kb/sec for 10 (b).

                                      
(a)                                                                              (b) 
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Fig 10: Graph for comparison of AES algorithm and its variants based on (a) runtime and (b) throughput for text file 

4.2.2. FOR IMAGE FILE 

File: “smiley.jpg”,Size: 2.35 KB(19328 bits), Key: “feistel aes key enhanced aes key” 
Table 5 Comparison of AES algorithm and its variants based on run time using image file as input 

Sr. 
No Algorithm Block 

size 
No of 
blocks 

encryption 
time 

decryption 
time 

Throughput 
encryption  decryption  

1 AES 128 151 0.1318886 0.1427818 146.547 135.367 

2 AES dynamic S-box 128 151 0.1358462 0.134691 142.278 143.498 

3  Round struct (1 R) 256 76 0.1042963 0.1074271 185.318 179.917 

4  Round struct with 
dyn S-box (1 R) 256 76 0.1479454 0.15862 130.642 121.85 

5 Round struct (5 R) 256 76 0.3759754 0.3968638 51.407 48.701 

6  Round struct with 
dyn S-box (5R ) 256 76 0.7553122 0.73604 25.589 26.259 

7  Round struct (10 R) 256 76 1.265548 1.292126 15.272 14.958 

8 Round struct with 
dyn S-box (10 R) 256 76 1.327422 1.338974 14.56 14.434 

 
(a)                                                                               (b) 

Fig 11  Comparison of AES algorithm and its variants based on (a) runtime and (b) throughput for image file 
 
4.2.3  Avalanche Effect 
The following table contains result for all variants of AES. Size of input data: 256 bits , Size of key for AES: 128 
bits and size of key for Round structured AES: 256 bits Table 6 Comparison of AES algorithm and its variants based 
on Avalanche effect for 256 bits. 
  

 
Figure 12: Results based on Table 6  for Avalanche Effect in bits. 
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Conclusion:  

This work presents a performance evaluation of selected symmetric encryption algorithms. Performance evaluation 
shows that time taken by enhanced AES with chaos and dynamic S-box is nearly same as traditional AES hence the 
enhanced AES is a good alternative to the traditional AES with more confusion. Integrating AES in round structure 
increases runtime for more no of rounds but complexity of encryption is also increased. Increasing complexity will 
make the system more attack resistant and the no of rounds in the round structure can be application specific where 
time may or may not be a constraint. 
Thus the round structure gives a better non linearity to the traditional AES. A good encryption system must be 
extremely sensitive to the key of encryption, a small change of the key leads to great changes of the results. Here in 
the enhanced system one bit change in plaintext or key produces a change in significant  bits of the cipher text. The 
next generation networks require high data transmission rate and the results show that data is encrypted in  inacceptable 
time. The comparison of two techniques  shows that  result obtained for AES with dynamic S-BOX are more optimal 
and round structure with Dynamic S box seems to be faster than round structure with chaos where speed of around 2 
Mbps is achieved which is compatible with the LTE network.  
 
Future Scope: 
The research work can be extended with the use of further enhancements on it. One enhancement is that it can make 
use of chaos and dynamic generation of S-boxes simultaneously. Another possibility of enhancement is that the 
combination AES can also be done with other existing algorithms like ECC etc. Also the system can be modified and 
run on high end configurations to obtain more speed and security in next generation 4G, 5G networks.  
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